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THE MISSION OF THE MARSH RIVER COOPERATIVE is to foster our local community
and economy by offering affordable high quality, and locally produced food and goods
in a welcoming space that strengthens our community social fabric.
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MESSAGE FROM THE
BOARD

State of the Co-op 2020
ANNUAL MEETING
------------------Sunday, November 15
5:00 – 6pm
Via Zoom
Link to be sent via email or ask at
the register!
AGENDA
5:00 - 5:05 Welcome
5:05 - 6:00pm Open Format

Your co-op, like you and
everyone around us, has had new challenges to face in
these times of pandemic. Hopefully we will come out of the
experience, healthy and stronger than ever. So far through
a lot of brainstorming and hard work on behalf of the staff,
volunteers and board, and with the cooperation of the
membership and the community, we have managed to
continue to fulfill our mission of
- fostering our local community and economy by offering
affordable and high-quality goods that are responsibly
sourced, and locally produced whenever possible, in a
welcoming atmosphere that strengthens our community
social fabric.
Through all these efforts, and the willingness of our staff
and volunteers to continue to serve, despite the risks to
their own health, we have managed not only keep the coop
functioning and open, but to make the coop, what we are
being told by many, one of the safest, most comfortable
places to shop. A resultant, yet welcomed challenge, has
been to handle the significant increase in shoppers and
sales.
We are gratified to have many more in our community
come to realize what an important service the coop
provides for all, with new volunteers coming forward in
response to our call, filling a roster that cleans and
disinfects the coop ever day, afterhours, as well as taking
on weekly pickups from vendors, and helping in-store with
all the tasks that the increased business has brought. The
increase in revenues and volunteer involvement has helped
us grow ever closer to our goal of functioning at a truly
sustainable level.
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We have moved a long way from our idealistic and humble beginnings six years ago
when we opened a very sparsely stocked coop staffed only by volunteers and
financed solely through our founding member's equity payments. We are where we
are today through a lot of donated time and extraordinary effort on the part of these
among others –
- our volunteers who continue to staff the co-op a good third of the time, and those
who, for years, have been doing the deliveries from numerous vendors, in-store
stocking, repack of bulk items, work on the facilities, cleaning and now the special
disinfecting mentioned above, and so much more. And then there are those of us who
make up your volunteer board (many of whom do many of the above tasks as well),
who help manage the business side of the co-op, as well as guide and grow the co-op
as an organization.
- our part time staff who for so long worked at minimum wage at a position with a lot
of responsibility. - We are glad to say that we are now able to pay our part-time staff
members more than minimum wage and in fact managed an additional “hazard pay”
boost, as they were willing to be on the front lines during pandemic conditions.
- our founding member landlord who for many years accepted no rent for the
space we occupy. We have managed to up the amount of rent that we can channel to
her once again. We hope to be able to pay market value one day!
- and last but not least, our manager, who takes care of everything from staff
management, tech management, financial management - books, reports, bill paying
and banking; marketing, merchandize strategizing, ordering, vendor pickups of local
products; to staffing the store with all it’s myriad of tasks - checking us out at the
register, stocking, cleaning etc. etc .For the first years of his tenure, he worked at
minimum wage part time compensation for more than full time work (with the
occasional profit bonus) with countless unpaid hours dedicated. We have finally been
able to pay him a salary that, while not yet what we would consider a living wage, is
certainly a step in the right direction.
For years, we have been so lucky that all of the above have made it possible for us to
function and grow the coop.
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Some challenges we have yet to meet –
- We eventually need to cover all shifts with paid staff and reallocate available
volunteer time for support tasks which increased business has made increasingly
difficult for one in-store person to manage.
- We need to resolve our insufficient septic capacity issues which
disallows a public bathroom, limiting use of our community space for both event
participation, and eating and socializing – when we can again engage in these
activities we all miss! (We have made progress with plans for a commercial grade
composting toilet, but are currently stuck at the state permit level)
thwarts one of the co-op’s original important goals, creating a commercial kitchen
space both for food to be served at the co-op and for the use of local producers for
the creation of more local product. (We have helped initiate work at the town level
on the feasibility of a municipal sewer system).
- We need to increase our resiliency with more people knowing how to cover the
necessary tasks and manage the operational systems needed to keep the coop
running.
-We need to increase board membership and volunteer time committed to the Coop,
either through working in a committee format or individuals dedicating their talents
and strengths to many aspects of the business and organization which
are languishing.
- We need to increase our outreach to the members, potential members and
community as a whole, to inform and engage them…
We are, after all, not a business, just a pleasant place to shop, set up to earn money for
investors, or even a livelihood for an owner, with decisions made based solely on
profit, but a cooperative organization of people working and volunteering, forwarding
a vision and fulfilling a mission to serve the community – ethically, true to our values,
with respect and caring.
So, even though we continue to face challenges, we are very excited that our
beautiful little, well loved co-op has the potential to be around for a long time to
come!
On Behalf of the Co-op Board
Kim Jacobs - President
If you are interested in helping with the evolution of the coop in these challenging
times – please see the next page!
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The Marsh River Cooperative Needs You!
The Marsh River Coop is a member owned and volunteer run cooperative. We
are experiencing rapid growth. While this is good, we are struggling to keep up with the
additional needs of the organization and operations especially in these challenging times. We
are hoping for individuals who share our values and appreciate having the coop in existence,
to volunteer their time and energy to keep the coop open and to become truly sustainable.
We have many different ways you can volunteer at the coop depending our
your time, your interests and your talents.
Serve on the board Our volunteer board both governs the organization and helps run the
operational side of the coop as an enterprise For many years we have been running without a
full board. A full board would be nine members, we are finishing this term with five returning
members. We are very happy to have two additional people stepping up to be on the slate for
this election. Please give them your vote of confidence. We are still looking for two others,
with any combination of interests and strengths, to complete the board. Additional members
can be appointed to unfilled, interim positions at any time.
Serve on an existing committee, revitalize or head up a needed committee,
or work in one of these areas on your own Usually there would be committees made up of
board members, coop members and other from our customer base and community to
facilitate many aspects of our mission and operations. We have been functioning with a
minimum of committees. Many previously functioning committees are in abeyance due to
lack of people. There are many interesting and fun areas that you could get involved in.
We could use your help in the areas ofFinance – and Fundraising Marketing
Member Outreach and Cooperative Education
Events
Education
Management of our Consignment Art and Craft Area
Facilities/Store/Infrastructure
Volunteer Coordination
Coop Policy
Choose from a variety of in-store tasks or types of shifts. We have a manager and part time
paid staffing, but for many of our open hours we are staffed by volunteers only.
Volunteers also fulfill many of the other tasks needed to keep the business side of things
running, including stocking and repack, product pickups, cleaning/disinfecting
and facilities maintenance tasks.
Contact for info on any of the above:
Kim Jacobs at volunteermarshriver@gmail.com or 722-3139
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY

Sales Revenue
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OUR CURRENT
FINANCIAL
SITUATION
Full Profit & Loss Statement is
available to members upon
request
Our Fiscal Year is from July 1st
through June 30th
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07/01/19 - 06/30/2020

The Co-op saw strong year over year sales growth (34% or $100,000
dollars over fiscal 2019-2020). These sales figures only include three
months at pandemic sales levels (we experienced an increase in sales) so
even prior to that significant disruption we were still seeing strong year
over year growth.
Because of the strong growth we have been able to continue investing in
new products, infrastructure updates, new equipment and many other
things to ensure the smooth operation of the Co-op. The continued
increase in sales volume also allows us to buy larger units of products and
in doing so achieve a better product margin which we can then put right
back into improving the Co-op.
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY

Local vs From Away

Low income custmers redeemed
$2030 of Local Fruits&Veggies
with FFR!
We saw a 77.25% increase in
sales of local produec from our
previous fiscal year!

Local Products
44.9%

All Other Products
55.1%

We sold $170,084 worth of Maine
produced goods in Fiscal 2019-2020

MESSAGE FROM THE
MANAGER
I would first like to take this opportunity to thank the staff and volunteers who have worked
so hard over the last year to ensure the continued operation of the Co-op. From the all
volunteer board members, to the cleaning crew, restockers, pickup individuals, register
workers and many others that have put in their own time over the course of the year. I would
also like to thank the staff who worked extremely hard through last summer and continued
working hard through the first part of the pandemic. No one knew what new changes would
happen on a day to day basis and they rolled with everything as we made updates.
I can't say that the end of the fiscal year was what we planned for. With the end of our fiscal
year coinciding with the first three months of the Pandemic we saw a large increase in foot
traffic and volume of sales. We saw unprecedented out of stock items and ordering issues.
New mandates were an almost a weekly occurrence. There were heated discussions, late night
meetings and extremely stressful days. With all that I think we need to say thank you to our
community which has weathered this with us and been extremely supportive of the
organization. Without you folks we wouldn't be here.
With all that being said we've had a fair amount of successes and achievements this year aside
from the revenue growth and I'd like to highlight a few for everyone.
1. Increased our pay scale so that no staff member is making minimum wage.
2. Increased our rent payment to more than a nominal amount. While not market rate yet we
a lot closer to finally providing Izzy with a real rent payment(Thanks Izzy for your patience)
3. Made numerous infrastructure/efficiency investments
a. Installed a new open display cooler.
b. Removed the old produce coolers (thanks Ed and John) and replaced them with shelving)
c. Linked our POS with our accounting software.
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c. Setup a back office POS linkage to allow for more than one person to be in our POS at a time as well as
allowing for remote access.
d. Setup an automated(with a little human help) order/reorder system for our larger distributors.
e. Setup and online portal for shopping
f. Setup a connection between our bank and our back office accounting software to significantly reduce
data entry hours and improve accuracy.
g. Multiple new precautions and procedures for the safety of staff/volunteers and customers.
With all these updates and changes we continue down the path to full sustainability!

As we continue to make improvements we'd love to hear from everyone as to what
we can do better to make the Co-op a place we can all feel welcome!

Your board of directors:
Kim Jacobs President, John Purinton Vice President, Jamas Branchard Treasurer, Astrid
Bowlby Secretary, Dylan Brown, Catherine Durkin
Current Staff:
Matthew McKillop Manager, Mike Switzer Staff
Thank you to our former staff members!
Jessica Johnson, Julie Tredeau, Lizzie Hogg

CONTACT INFO
Kim Jacobs zephyrhill@fairpoint.net Matthew McKillop marshriverordering@gmail.com

MARSH RIVER COOPERATIVE
5 VETERANS HWY,BROOKS ME 04921
(207) 722-‐3053 WWW.MARSHRIVERCOOP.ORG AND ON FACEBOOK
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THANK YOU TO OUR
VOLUNTEERS!
Board Of Directors
Kim Jacobs
John Purinton
Astrid Bowlby
Jamas Branchaud
Dylan Brown
Catherine Durkin
-Partial Term
Ed Hamel
Louise Shorette
Register Volunteers
Izzy McKay
Becky Weaver
Kim Jacobs
Ed Hamel
Mike Switzer
Dylan Brown
Jaime Houser
Pickup Volunteers
Bekki Devereaux
Mike Switzer
Georges Nashan & Barbara
Bob Klein
Autumn Cassity
Melissa Wilson
Leslie Gregory

Sanitation Crew
Nancy McAlley
Nick Merriman & Carole Mapes
Astrid Bowlby
Helena Malone
Shaun Hamilton & Lauren Mapes
Kim Jacobs & Bob Klein
Susan Dexter
Rose Rapp
Cathryn Harjung

In Store Support/Repack
Jen Albee
Maria Aglio
Helena Malone
Laura Pines
Facilities
John Purinton
Bob Klein
Ed Hamel
Laura McLaughlin
David Greeley
Phil Kess
Fedco Preorder Manager
Ed Hamel
Flower Boxes
Bo Dennis
Recycling & Trash Disposal
Izzy Mckay

Volunteer Coordinators
Ed Hamel
Kim Jacobs

If we have forgotten to acknowledge you
please forgive us!
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